CAN YOU FIND THE HIDDEN WORDS IN THE PUZZLE?
Circle the words as you find them. Be sure to look across, down, and diagonally.

People Keeping in Touch
★ The First Modern Communications
Have you ever heard Morse Code? How about the famous call for HELP - SOS?
Have some fun learning your name and some simple messages in Morse Code.

★ Exchanging Information
Create a timeline with illustrations and an explanation showing the development of communications from the earliest written languages to today’s systems.

An Artist’s Use of Light
Artists use many techniques, or methods, to bring an area of a painting to the attention of those looking at a picture.

★ John Trumbull used light to point out certain people. In “Surrender of Lord Cornwallis,” he draws attention to George Washington, the person on the brown horse with the bright light around his head and shoulders.
★ Why did the artist feel it was important to include Washington in the picture even though he did not take part in the actual surrender ceremonies?
★ Why did Washington send one of his generals to accept the British surrender?

The Use of Images to Show Historical Events
★ Make a collection of paintings and photographs displaying historical events covering periods in American history such as the American Revolution, the Civil War, World War II, and Vietnam. Create a display and report what you learned about how paintings and photographs are used. Think about the main topic of the picture. Also think of what influences it might have on those looking at the picture.